Directions to La Bastide from Nice Airport/A8 motorway

61 Chemin du Collet de Bigarel
Montauroux, Var, 83440
Contacts: Jorgen +33 6 34 48 43 73 and Tene +33 6 14 72 32 64
GPS reference: 597 Chemin de Bigarel, Var
This is the closest house to us, which is on the corner of the turn into Chemin du Collet de
Bigarel from Chemin de Bigarel. If you input the actual address, your GPS will take you up an
impossibly small road!
The drive from Nice Airport should take no more than 40 mins in normal traffic conditions.
Follow the signs for the A8, in the direction of Cannes, Marseilles. The first peage requires a toll of euros
1.70. Stay on the motorway until Junction 39, signposted Les Adrets, Fayence. Go right at the toll exit
(euros 1.20) and follow the signs for Montauroux.
The road will take you around Lac St Cassien for about 12 km on the D37.
When you come to the first roundabout after the lake, DO NOT take the road signposted Montauroux,
but take the 3rd exit signposted D562, towards Draguignan.
At the next roundabout, go straight over, following the main D562 for about 400 m
You will pass a shop “Halle des Chaussures” on your left and a BNP bank on your right. Take the next
right turn (about 200 m from the roundabout), opposite the “Pompes Funebre” on the left. (If you pass a
Total petrol station on your right, you have gone too far by about 150m)
Follow this road for about 400 m and then take a small fork to the left, signposted Chemin St Michel
(blue signpost), with an “8t” limitation sign. Continue on Chemin St Michel uphill for about 2.5km. It is
quite twisty, and changes from Chemin St Michel to Chemin de Bigarel about 600m along the way.
When you pass a house on the right hand side with a lion on the gatepost (at about 2km mark), you are
getting close. Look out for a very, very tall palm tree and some green municipal rubbish bins - just
before the road goes steeply uphill. This marks the left turn into Chemin du Collet de Bigarel. Turn left,
and la Bastide is the first house on the left. The gates should be open and Tene and/or Jorgen will be at
the main house to welcome you.

